**Active Vulnerability Analysis**

Why Your Organization Needs AVA?

- **Easy to Subscribe and Initiate**
  Security experts at MCNC make setup and use a breeze

- **Know Your Security Risk Score**
  Advanced technology and real-world data that serves as a compass for all risk operations

- **Smart Remediation**
  Actionable measurements that guide remediation efforts and resource allocation

- **NEW: Locate Vulnerabilities on your Internal Network**
  AVA service now includes both external and internal network scanning for a complete service

- **Dashboard & Reporting**
  Customized and fully automated workflow that produces essential cyber risk reporting and evaluation

- **Low-Cost High Impact**
  A comprehensive vulnerability management solution at a fraction of the cost

Contact us for a quote at **(919) 248-1999** or via email at **info@mcnc.org**. Visit us online at [www.mcnc.org/our-solutions/security/active-vulnerability-analysis](http://www.mcnc.org/our-solutions/security/active-vulnerability-analysis) to get your Active Vulnerability Access solution today.
MCNC's AVA service scans your internal and external network for vulnerabilities, calculates risk, and prioritizes which issues to address. These risk scores use machine learning to discover which vulnerabilities are actively being used in successful breaches, how easily breached a vulnerability is, how popular a specific exploit is, and if malware exists to exploit a specific vulnerability.

Contact us for a quote at (919) 248-1999 or via email at info@mcnc.org.
Visit us online at www.mcnc.org/our-solutions/security/active-vulnerability-analysis to get your Active Vulnerability Access solution today.

Active Vulnerability Analysis is very helpful information and we are already turning it into actionable items for us to improve our security posture. Thank you for your support on this new resource. It is already proving to be a good asset.

- MCNC K-12 Client